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Learning Outcomes
•	Understanding of the cost differences
between legacy access control
and innovative technologies such
as wireless and IP
•	Review the process of selecting
application specific access control
solutions that meet your campus
budget and security needs
•	Discuss how campus investments in
access control can support future
changes in credential technology

Thinking of deploying access control on
campus and not sure what solution best
fits your security and financial needs?
This presentation begins with a review of cost differences between
legacy access control and today’s innovative technologies such as
wireless and IP based solutions (WiFi & PoE). Discussion progresses to
reviewing the process of selecting application specific access control
that can meet your campus budget and security needs because
not every door is created equal and the desired operation of each
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Please join Jeremy Saline, Director
Business Development and Jim Primovic,
Sales Director Campus EAC from ASSA ABLOY
as they review the considerable differences
between today’s legacy access control,
wireless and IP-based solutions.

door can dictate the solution that best fits that particular opening.
The presentation then shifts focus to strategic thinking related to
changing campus card credentials and the impact that decision
making can have on selecting the right access control solution.
Upon conclusion of the formal presentation, a Q&A discussion will
be encouraged so that all audience members can ask questions
specific to their campus access control needs.
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